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a:. cox 

STJT, g ;“$&I --_ .- 

Tests on a sharp-iiyped sup~:rsonic intake have shown that at zero 

flight speed the total pressure recovery is improved from 0.78 to 0.97 by 

opening an annular auxiliary air inlet, at a compressor entry Fach number 

of 0.5. At the szlle -t ime the ratio of' peak to mean velocity at the 

compressor ertry is reduced from A.3 to 1.1. 

A simple method is given 0;" calcula.tin~; changes in pressure 

recovery with intake flow ra.te and Slced slot opcninp, which should be 

applicable to oti:er intake and auxiliary i;zlzt configLlrations. 

Note : - 

This paper describes experiments limited to one particular intake 
configuration. It does not seek to formulate a precise theory of 
behaviour confirmed in detail by experiments, but rather to illustrate 
how nearly overall characteristics can be described by a mah-simplified 
model. 
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1.0 Introduction 

Aircraft engine intakes for supersonic flight speeds have shsrp- 
edged inlet cowls, and in consequence considerable losses in total pressure 
of the entering air occur when the aircraft is moving at low forward 
speeds, particularly under take-off conditions. One way of reducing this 
loss is to open auxiliary sir inlets in the side of the intake so that the 
inlet is partially bypassed at low forward speeds. With a particular 
type of engine in mind, which would operate at flight speeds up to Peach 4, 
it was desired to know what intake pressure recoveries could be assumed at 
take-off conditions. 

2.0 Test apparatus 

The model intake is shown in Figure 1. It has a single cone 
centrebody of 30° semi-angle positioned for shock on lip operation at &ZU".&. 
The forward end of tne cowl is arranged to slide forward to provide an 
annular slot which forms the auxiliary air inlet. Tne internal surfaces 
of the cowl and centrebody are provided with a number of static pressure I 
measuring holes and at the diffuser outlet in the plane of the compressor 
entry there are three total head combs dismsed circwnferentially at IZOo. 
The combs are mounted on a rotatable section so that the whole outlet flow 
area can Ibe explored. Yne leading dimensions of the intake passages are 
show; in Figure 2, together with the blockage of the annulus caused by the 
three suplioort webs ;;Kch remain fixed with respect to the zentrebody. 

The intake was bolted to a suction main in which the airfi~ was 
measured by means of an orifice plate installed in accordance with the 
British StandCard S?ecif ications. 

3 .a Test results -I--- 

3.1 Fvaluation 0: &ressure recovery _I. -.--- -.-A-_. - 

The pressure recovery, q, is the ratio of tie mean total head of 
the f ldv 3~ tlx measuring ~Yl.ane (compressor entry) to the ambient pressure, 
The mean total ;?ressure could be evaluated in two ways. At each operat- 
ing condition read-s WC: re taken on the total head combs at a number of 
radial psitions; from theso readings the area weighted mean total pres- 
sure was evaluated, and hence n. The second method was to measure the 
mass flow through the intake and the static pressure at the measuring 
plane . GT:r*.x~, these mbasurements the mean Mach number at the measuring 
plane was calculated. The mean total pressure was then evaluated as the 
sum of the static pressure and the dynamic head corresponding to the mean 
Kach number. In only one or two instances did the pressure recoveries 
evaluated by the two methods differ by more than 0.003, and, in what 
follows, results evaluated by the second method are quoted as these 
appeared to be slightly more consistent than the total pressure traverse 
measurements, wssibly owing to the relatively long period of time 
required to take the latter readings. 

3.2 Pressure recom characteristics -- 

In Figure 3 are shown the pressure recovery characteristics of the 
intake without and vtith the auxiliary air inlet. The uppermost curve was 
obtained after the original configuration had been modified by machining a 
radius on the slot which allowed the bleed air to enter the duct more 
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easily (see Figure 2). It is clear from these curves that quite a modest 
forward movoment of the cowl, equal to abOUt 0.28 of the cowl inlet radius, 
is sufficient to improve the pressure recovery from 0.79 to Q.972 at the 
representative compressor entry Xach number of 0.5. 

An alternative me-thod of presentation is shown in Z'Qure 4, in 
which the przss~~*e recovery is related to the mass flow throuIL;:l the intake. 
The latter is sloi;ted as a ratio of the actual flow to the flow ~~hi~h 
theoretically could l-lass the narrowest cross-section of the intake duct 
ass~umirg ambient total -pressure and sonic velocity a-'., this point. With 
-the slot SkFLlt, the nsx~&um value of this flow ratio is about 0.787, and 
the shape of the curve is sixlila].- to that observed -5,n oiher tests2 on 

dmrp-lipped ini&~~s. 

3.3 Velocitgr distri'oution 

T,, Figure 5 are shown the measured veloA.ty profiles at the com- A-- 
pressor entry plane for two cases, one with the bleed slot shut, the other 
with it one inch open. It is seen that the bleed also very considerably 
improves the velocity distribution and reduces the peak velocity from 
1.3'l to I.095 of the mean velocity. 

4.0 f 'Analysis of intake pressure recovery with slot shut_ 

The losses in total pressure in the intake duct and the restriction 
of the maximum flow rate to about 80 per cent of its theoretical value are 
due to the occurrence of a vena contracta in the flow as it enters the 
ix-take. The flow conditions will now be discussed in terms of a simpli- 
find duct, such as that shown in ligure 6. Tile flow enters to form a 

vena contracta at station 2; it then mixes vYith the "dead" air to fill 
the duct at station 3. Diffusion then occurs up to the measuring section 
at station A.. As the Xkch nuxber is incrr~ased at station 4, the flow 
system passes through three rc@mes. Initially the flow is subsonic 
throughout:, and I?'32 ' 9 the static pressure in the dead air space surround- 
ing the vena contracta is equal to the static pressure Ps2 of the flow at 
this point. At some M&her 11% value, the flow in the vena contracta 
becomes sonic and thereafter l?s.,t is lower than F's?. At a still higher 
va3~ of ii, , S3 1oacilcs a limiting valuf,, <and tiic intake is choked. 
ThercaPto,-1 shocl~~ occur in the diffuser which allow t'rLe lower j-92essures 

and X&or l&Ii numbor:: to hi7 attained at station 4 until eventually & 
reaches A when the bacl; JYL m-essure is reduced to a sufficiently lo-w value. 

Those flow conditions liavcc bee;l analysed in Ajlpendix II on the 
assumption that the flow is one-dimensional. If the state of the flow 
at station 3 is known, the contraction coefficient C at the vem contracta 

and the static pr~ssur'e F's,' cam be calculated by applying the condition 
or? constant somentum between statbns 2 and 3. Eincc -tile foregoing 
mca~urcn~ents have bcell mado at stt-;tion 4, an ~SSLL~~ ,'ltioll has to be made as 
to the '2 y1e p-9-y 10 ;: s e s in the diffuser, and ii has been assumed Qat the 
i_SCCltropic efficiency of this component is 0.9. The resulting change 
of contraction coefficient with pressure ratio is shown in Pigure 7. 
The coume of t!w 

J;bsonl. 
points agrees very well with the theoretical curves of 

the incompressible 
about o.j, and, thcr~ff'or?, 

contraction coefficient (Ps2/Lf>t1 = I) is 
Jobson's trkatmc‘nt, which is incomplete when 

Ci i:xce,ds 0.7, may be taken to apply. 
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Using the one-dimensional theory with Ci = 0.536 and 0.90 diffuser 
efficiency, the observed values have been compared with the theoretical 
pressure recovery values on Figure 
of observed total pressure loso to 
kch number suggests the method of 
Figure P. 

8. The practically constant relation 
a function of the measuring section 
presentation of results shown on 

The same theory may also be used to estimate the changes in static 
pressure in the diffuser. These are shown in Figure IO on which the 
measured wall static pressures are also plotted. The differences between 
the obsarved and calculated values are an indication of shortcomings of 

/ the assumptions made in respect of the completeness of mixing and one- 
dimensional flow pattern in the duct. 

5.0 Analysis of intake pressure recovery with slot open 

Fhen the cowl is moved forward an annular slot is provided for 
ambient air to be drawn into the intake duct upstream of the compressor 
entry. If the flow conditions are known in the intake duct just upstream 
of the bleed siot, the effective total pressure of the entering bleed air 
may be estimated from the resultant total pressure of the flovr at the com- 
pressor entry station. The method is described in Appendix III. In 
or&r to carry out the calculation, it is necessary also to know the pro- 
portion of the total flow which enters through the ink&e proper. In the 
e,qeri-nents this was estimated by blanking off the slot and determining 
thy relation between the airflow rate and the readings of static pressure 
on the inner surface of the COX~. &cause the forward movement of the 
cowl changes 4hct intake entry .area, this calibration was made for each of 
the cowl positions (see Xzure 12). Yhen air ~u'i~s entering the bleed slot, 
the flow through the intake inlet was estimated from the cowl internal 
static pressure measurements. 

The results of this ztalysis arc shown in Table II. TIE. conclusion 
is that the effective total pressure of the bleed air is about C.99 of the 
oabicnt pressure. It is also of intcrzs t to compare: the estimates'. static 
pressure in the flow through the bleed slot KL'LA Ihe s-k-tic pressure in 
the intake duct at the point whore the two floy:s first meet. It is seen 
(Table II) that the t::;o prt,saures are very similar. From this it Pollows 
th,at a suitable method for estiznoting the flov: through the bleed slot is 
to assume the equality of the static pressures of the two flows at this 
point. By making a further assumption that there is a 15 per cent loss 
of dynamic head in tne bleed flow, the resultant pressure recovery of the 
intake may bc estimated. This estimation is laid out in Table III, and 
a comparison with observed pressure recoveries shows differences less than 
C.003 in each case. 

6.0 Discussion 

It must be said that the auxiliary bleed arrangement on the present 
model is an almost ideal configuration. The entry is a well-rounded 
annulus obstructed only by three narrovi struts and admits the air into the 
duct at its maximum cross-section. One may compare the recovery obtained 
in the present case with the cov~l moved one inch forward (equivalent to 
0.28 of the inlet radius) when the i;rcssure recovery was 0.972 (2.?? per 
cent loss) with the 0.9 recovery (IO per cent loss) of a similar arrange- 
mt::zt described elsev&crc3. In the latter case the bleed slot was posi- 
tioned very close to the intake throat, and also had a rather poorly 
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faired entry. The iimportance of the shape of the bleed slot is illustra- 
ted in the present tests by the fact that the loss in total pr,essuri at 
the measuring plane was approximately halved by introducing the radius at 
the downstrccal <:dge of the blted slot. 

The measure of agreement beko.n the actual Ir- J essure recoveries with 
blsbzd flow and those c:alculeted by the simple thzory presented is an indi- 
catin of' the ideal nature of th- auxiliary inlet. J!cwwr, it is sug- 
gosted that the rwthod is suitable for* studying oroblms of this sort and 
Lmlld be anplied to other confi,kurations 
factor for-the blo<:d air. 

by int&ducing an amended loss 

7.0 Conslusions -- 

%StS on a mod<>1 conical oentr.:hody sunorsonic intake have ShCXV-fl 
that th? proSsur<? r:,ccv,ry oi' the intake r:!hc n-i'ittcd T:Cth a -w, zll-designed 
auxiliary inlk can bc: 0.97 un&r static, condi.tl.ons. 
of the flow at -the CoTIpl- ,ssor mtry 

The velocity profile 

liary inlet, 
plane is much improv<~,d by the auxi- 

and in the present instarco tht, ratio of maximum to mean 
vklocity WE decroasod from 1.3 to 1 .I vfhi-n i,h<> auxiliary inlet was opened. 

The variations cf ~,rtissu;~e 
l-inMfy: d inl,-;t arc 

rocowry with flow rat; of a sharp- 
a;;~_ cpatply dc:s<+&ed i;y a 

using tllc method of Joboon for 
stix~:lc oue-dim,:nsional thtory 

d.~tcrmfr::lng the variation of inl,:t dis- 
chargc coefficient ~,ith flow rat;. 

It is shown that tk a.uxili.rry inkt tstc>d is of an i&al tyFe in 
that theri; is a v,r;y small loss of 
the auxiliary inlct. 

::ncr,~;y in introducing the air through 
A simple wthod is, thw&or:., c:dequate for dctzr- 

mining the perf'ormarnc.2;' of th,: int:ikz with nuxilinry inl,;t. 
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Fkthation of irrtake inlet contraction coefficient 

if, (observed) 

2 (observed) 

Ms 

% 
&-i- 

c 
P' 52 

RI 
(caiculated) 

Pn 1 
T$- (observed) 

¶ 

f 

Cl 

0.159 

0.9733 

C.21Lk 

0.3765 

0.559 

0.896 

0. eyy 

0.116 

c.532 

0.2r3c 0.362 

0.925 O.ij835 

2.385 0.513 

0.935 0.839 

0.608 0.683 

, 0.685 0.493 0.245 

0.687 0.484 

: O.-l27 1 0.129 

0.536 ; 0.539 

0.502 

0.788 

0.692 

0.866 

0.787 

: O.lY7 

. 0.189 

; 0.551 
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TABLE iI 

Estimation of bleed floTx! pressure recovery and 
bleed slot static pressure 

Cowl psition x inch : 0.5 : 1.0 . 1.5 ; 2.0 

22, (observed) ' 0.279 1 0.287 ; 0.290 i 0.2923 

pt4/Pt, (observed) : 0.9405 1 0.?718 . O-9815 : 0.9876 

T?, 4-T 
0.205 0.1657 0.1375 . A, %I ; : 0.1056 

P SC’ 

D ItI (observed) 0.851 : 0.9115 . 0.941 i 0.963 

w, m 
A4 %I (by difference) 0.074 . 0.1213 ’ 0.1525 0.1867 

PtS'/J?t, (calculated) 0.384 @.Y98 0.931 0.991 

Bleed slot area A5 5.95 12.14 18.8 26.0 

0.3os3 G. 2&l 2 0.1360 0.1734 

0.838 0.903 0.939 0.953 

0.099 0.021 0.148 0.192 

These results refer to tests with the radius on the downstream 
corner of the bleed slot. 



Estimation of pressu.r~ recovsy with bleed slot open -.- 
from perfo :rmmce with 20 h lc: 0 d - ---. 

- -- 

Forward movement of' cowl x - inches 0.5 1.0 . 1.5 i 2.0 

0.514 0.502 

0.8515 0.8855 

0.672 0.535 

A4 ' sq.in. 24.15 

I!& 1 0.35 
F t sr, 

PtLP 
0.91!?8 

0.850 

. . . . 

0.26 

0.9655 

23.7 

0.2653 

0.9523 

0.920 0.944 ; 0.9615 

. . . . 

3.99 

2.688 

6.578 

0.9mo 

0.9738 

0.4725 

0.137 

.  .  .  1 . I  .  .  

0.498 

0.9718 

0.9714 0.9843 0.9896 

0 roq r,,L - 0.511 

0.8925 ’ 0.8615 

0.506 0.634 

0.21 i 0.16 

0.9764 : 0.9850 

22.6 i 21.5 

0.225 ; 0.182 

. 0.9654 0.9767 

3.31 . 2.57 

3.53 4.08 

’ 6.84. 6.55 

0.9916 0.9942 

0.9854 * 0.9910 

0.480 0.459 

0.0743 0.0494 

. . . . . . .I.... . . . 

0.501 0.500 

0.9815 0.9876 
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fYPP2iDIX I ---- 

List of symbols 

Area 

Cross section area 
Area at which 51 =? = E 

Contraction coefficient 

Strenm thrust function = A ps (I .+ 1w) _A-* ' pt 

Jobson's "l?orce defect" 

Porte defect coefTici.ent 

31ach mmber 

Total pressure 

Static pressure 

Total temperature 

Pormrd movement of cowl from slot closed position 

Intake total pressure recovery 

Ratio of spzcif'ic heats 

Density 
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&PF.~DIX II I---- 

One-dimensional anslysis of intake diffuser f'iow CoilditiOi2S - 

rieferring to Figure 0, it is assumed that the intake passage area 
is const,ant from the inlet plane to the plane 3 where it is assumed that 
mixing is complete. 

For constant stream thrust from plane 2 to plane 3 

If i.t -is asslned that the total pre 3sure is corxtant up to the vena 
contrscta, thkn froz considerations of cont.inuity 

. . . . . . (2) 

r 

Putting I, = A- 5 (1 + y$i2), a function of N, 
J% Ft 

. . . . . . (3) 

Let us suppose that we Knox the !,!a& number and pressure recovery 
Pt3/Pt, at station 3. Two co-?ditions are possible at the vena contracta. 
G.thcr II, < 1 9 in which case Ps2f = Pszs or X, = 1 in which case 
(A/k,), = 1 and u, is kxown. Py assuming values for 8(:, and substituting 
in Equatrio~~(;)v4th Ps2' = Fsz, either a vaiue of N2 can be found which 
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satisfies the equation, or it becomes clear that the flow in the vena 
contracta is sonic, and in either case C may be evaluated from Equation(z). 

The conditions at station 3 are estimated from the observed condi- 
tions at station 4 by assuming a diffuser efficiency Ed defined by 

Y-t ‘: T s3 + ?-id&z - &) 
-= P 

s3 

i 
Ts3 

Y 
“C-r 

The total pressure ratio along the diffuser is then 
Y 

It has been assumed that qd = 0.9, so that it is then k>ossible to determine 
a value of &ix xhich satisfies both Equation($) the reqxirement of con- 
tinuity between stations 3 and 4. 

Application of Jobson's method - 

Following the method of Jobson, the equation of motion of the flow 
up to the vena contracta may be written 

?-"t, i\-2 -t- E = Ps2t li, (1 - c) + Ps* A, c (I + yMq 

. . . .*. (5) 

Tl:e tezm F9 calleG the force defect, is introduced to allow for 
fO3XCS on surfaces upstream of i;ne entr:r area, vbich are due to the nega- 
tive pressure gradient in tiie flow as it accelerates before entering the 
inlet. It is assumed that 

where f is a constant for a p~+,icular orifice or inlet. Vith Bquation (I), 
Equation (5) bccomcs 

Ps3 

P-t, A2 + f . Y Ps3 l z l 
A3q2 =Ps3 .L$ (1 -c yir, 2 ) 
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whence 

In Table 1, v~alues of f calculated from -2~ obsesve6 pressure 
recoveries are shown, together with the equivalent incompressible dis- 
charge coefficients Ci, given by 

So far, no restriction has been put on the value of PS2', and as 

may be inferred from Squation($, &$ will reach 'l if Ps2f becomes zero. 
Observation shows however that Ps2t has a positive value even when the 
intake is choked (i.e. when K/V{* has reached a constant maximum value). 
Referring to Figure 6, let it be supposed that, when 3s = I, the air 
continues to expand supersonicaily to some plane 2' at vchich the static 
pressure is Ps2f. The limit is then reached when 4' = A, = 4, and for 
constant momemtum between planes 2 and 2', with B&t > I, we have 

and 

whence 

The limit line defined by this equation is shovm on Figure 7. The value 
of x3 at the limit is given by 

which merely expresses the conservation of stream thi%st in a normal 
shock, 

Prom the results of Table I a mean value of 0.426 has been chosen 
for f, and using Equation(7),the theoretical curve shown on Figure 8 has 
been drawn. Again Rquation(8)has been used to define the limiting value 
of Ps2t, so that at high values of X4, the theoretical curve breaks away 
as shown. Once having found the limiting values of iL& and Pt3, the 
relationship between &I4 and Pt4 follows from considerations of continuity 
between stations 3 and 4. 
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-4 worked example 

Sqpose that we have an intake s5milar to that described but with 
A., = 1.5 A3 and for which Ptd/Ptr = 0.911 when M, = 0.36. 
to find the Iri_miting value of %'/V,. 

It is required 

In order to determine I& at the given condition, 
above for ?tr,/Yttg and the continuity equation 

we have Equation(It) 

One or two trial caiculations with guessad values of !I, show that the two 
requirements are satisfied by l/I3 = 0.5. Thus 9 

I$, = 0.5, 1.1862, = 1.3393 

3 

Therefore 1.1666 
I.1862 

= 0.9835 

:A 
L \ &, = 

1.3398 x 0.9835 x 1.5 

4 
zz 1.7363 

whence Bid = 0.36 

pt3 pt3 Pt4 
-- = -x- 

Pt 1 pt 4 %I 

0.911 
= 0.9835 

= 0.926 

Using Equation (6)~ no-z find the value of f to be 0.2437 and the value of 
Ci is 

= 0.332 

We can see from Figure 7 that the value of C at the limit line will 
be about 0.8 for Ci = 0.58, that is A,1 /A*, will he about A.25 and (A/A*),, 
rather less than this value. 

Ye now &guess a value for X2) at choking and use Equations (8), (7) 
and (2) to determine whether this value fits. 
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Guess N,l = 1.52, = 3.7792, = 1.1899 

Prom Equation (8), c = 9.792 

Vhen Ii'l,, = 1.52, Jla ? = :I.6941 (from shock tables) 

1 Z7OC' l JI/,‘, z I .og8’;7, = 1.2586 

With f = 0.2&O-y and these values inserted in Cquation (7) w? get 

??rom E'quation (2), with ( L/&J2 = 1 we get 

c _ 0.8&J J - 
1.0987 

Since the two vs..lues of C do not match VJ~ choose another value for 
Id, f $ say 14, f I= 1 . 5. The result now is that c = 0.8071 an.6 0.8077 from 
which we expect the value of C at the limit to be 0.808. 
value of V/W* at the limit is 0.808. 

Therefore, the 



AxLLysis of intee perfo,rmancc nith bleed flow -- 

Referring to Figure II, the total pxssure at station 4 is taken to 
be the mass-weighted sum of the total pressures of the two flows at the 
point where they are both wholly within the intake duct. 

it is assumed that ?+, n I is equal to the total pressure which would 
occur at station ,!+ xi+h the%le~d slot blanked and the s:ame flow W, enter- 
ing the intake i2&3t. In Il'able II the resultant total pressure Ptsf&, 
of the bleed fl.0~ bus be:n estimat& from the eq~rim~tal results, using 
flow proportions ~-;sti2ated rrcm the co:;1 lip static rressure measurements. 
In the second ;;:2rt of the table, thk s':atic pressure required -in the bleed 
slot passage if the estimat~~d flop rate 7is is to ,enter is compred viith 
the obse;-ved :,tatic ;-ress<irc' at st~,tiorl Lc', 

The loss (F'.t , - pt-: j is also eqressed as a proportion of the 
bleed air dynamic hexi (Et, - 1$, >. 
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FIG. 5 

MEAN MACH NQ = 0.502 MAX. MACH No’ = 0 *67 

PRESSURE RECOVERY = 0.788 VELOCITY RATIO VMAX. = 1.31 
V MEAN 

VELOCITY DISTRIBUTION WITH BLEED SLOT SHUT. 

MEAN MACH No. = 0.498 MAX. MACH No’ = 0.548 

PRESSURE RECOVERY = 0-37E! VELOCITY RATIO VMAX : 1.095 
v MEAN 

VELOCITY DISTRIBUTION 

WITH BLEED SLOT I” OPEN. 



FIGS.6 & 7 

FIG.6. DIAGRAMMATIC ARRANGEMENT OF 
ASSUMED SIMPLIFIED INTAKE DUCT. 
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FIG. 7. CONTRACTION COEFFICIENT ESTIMATED 

BY SIMPLIFIED ONE DIMENSIONAL ANALYSIS. 
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FIGS. II & 12. 

FIG. Il. DIAGRAMMATIC ARRANGEMENT OF FLOW 

THROUGH BLEED SLOT. 
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FIG.12. RELATION BETWEEN FLOW INTO INTAKE 

AND STATIC PRESSURE INSIDE COWL LIP. 
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